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Partners in Quinn Security, there isn't anything Canin Quinn and Kasey Jordan won't do for the good of the
company. Anything. The job: Catch a serial rapist before he attacks again. The plan: Go undercover in a sex
club, the source of the attacks…posing as husband and wife. Canin and Kasey spend a lot of their time
exchanging sharp-tongued jabs. At the same time, Canin has been nursing a simmering attraction for the
tough-as-nails, secretive Kasey. By moving into her apartment as part of their cover, Canin will take this
gift-wrapped opportunity to change their friendship to something much more intimate. Kasey has her reasons
for keeping Canin at arms length, knowing that he could never accept her as a partner if he understood her
most private needs. Working undercover together will test her ability to keep her secrets safe from the man
whose respect she craves more than anything else in her life. The sex club opens a world of bondage,
exhibitionism, and voyeurism, as well as a host of other fetishes. It also reveals secrets Kasey and Canin
never thought they would share with another soul. Will this job tie these partners together forever and allow
them to experience the ultimate in kink, or tear them apart for good? -- Content Note: This erotic romance
novel contains explicit descriptions of sex, anal play, BDSM content, violence, and a flashback to a rape.
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From reader reviews:

Thomas Rinaldi:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important action, like
looking for your favorite guide and reading a guide. Beside you can solve your condition; you can add your
knowledge by the publication entitled The Ultimate Kink. Try to face the book The Ultimate Kink as your
friend. It means that it can to be your friend when you truly feel alone and beside that of course make you
smarter than ever before. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you. The book makes you much more confidence
because you can know every little thing by the book. So , let me make new experience along with knowledge
with this book.

Aaron Ryan:

Have you spare time for the day? What do you do when you have considerably more or little spare time?
That's why, you can choose the suitable activity to get spend your time. Any person spent their very own
spare time to take a go walking, shopping, or went to the particular Mall. How about open or read a book
allowed The Ultimate Kink? Maybe it is being best activity for you. You already know beside you can spend
your time using your favorite's book, you can cleverer than before. Do you agree with the opinion or you
have additional opinion?

Maryann Warren:

What do you concentrate on book? It is just for students as they are still students or the idea for all people in
the world, the particular best subject for that? Merely you can be answered for that question above. Every
person has several personality and hobby for every single other. Don't to be obligated someone or something
that they don't need do that. You must know how great along with important the book The Ultimate Kink.
All type of book could you see on many resources. You can look for the internet resources or other social
media.

Jacqueline Thompson:

Reading a guide make you to get more knowledge from the jawhorse. You can take knowledge and
information from your book. Book is written or printed or illustrated from each source in which filled update
of news. In this modern era like now, many ways to get information are available for you. From media social
similar to newspaper, magazines, science reserve, encyclopedia, reference book, book and comic. You can
add your knowledge by that book. Ready to spend your spare time to open your book? Or just looking for the
The Ultimate Kink when you required it?
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